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 The following ideas are presented 

considering the point of view of the 

consciential paradigm and the disbelief 

principle. 



 To address the concept of World State and 

share ideas on the theme;

 To promote a debate among the participants



 A state may be defined as a type of polity that is an

organized political community living under a single system of

government;

 The State is a human creation destined to maintain the

peaceful coexistence of individuals, the social order, so that

human beings can develop and provide the welfare to all

society.



 Population;

 Territory;

 Sovereignty



 1648 Peace of Westphalia (Westfälischer Friede);

 a series of peace treaties signed within May and October 

1648 in the Westphalian cities of Osnabrück and Münster, 

effectively ending the European wars of religion;



 New system of political order in central Europe,

later named Westphalian sovereignty, based upon

the concept of co-existing sovereign states;





 “It is the policy of universalist interchange, integration

and cooperation among nations possible due to

technological advances being inevitable the consensus

or gradual homogenization of the laws governing this

regime, respecting the individual or cultural rights of a

given population” (Vieira, Waldo. Homo Sapiens Reurbanisatus,

2004)



 Universalist integration and cooperation among

nations;

 Technological advances;

 Consensus;

 Respect;



 “(…)Convergence of all nations into a consensual system of

universal, peaceful, democratic, humanizing government

resulting from the evolution of human societies” (Pereira, Jayme,

Princípios do Estado Mundial Cosmoético, p.141)



 Which are the current evidences and signals 

of a future World State?



 The foundation of the United Nations;

 Regional blocs of countries (trade blocs);

 New communication technologies;

 Space exploration;

 Reurbanization.



 The concept of World State implies not only a concept

of political State but a concept of Consciential State

(Lucidity State);

 The World State implies an increase in the lucidity

of the general population;



 What is the role of Conscientiology as a 

science in the formation of a World State?



 Which are the contributions of 

intermissivists in the formation of a World 

State?



 What can realistically be done today for 
supporting the World State?
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